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Sun Block Blinds (WA) Pty Ltd (In Liquidation)  
ACN 082 696 615  
(Sun Block Blinds) 

Statutory Report to Creditors 

 

I refer to the appointment of Rob Brauer and I as Administrators of Sun Block Blinds on 18 January 2022 
(Administrators), and our subsequent appointment as Liquidators on 23 February 2022 (Liquidators). 

The purpose of this report is to: 

 provide you with an update on the progress of the liquidation; and 

 advise you of the likelihood of a dividend being paid in the liquidation. 

A detailed report on Sun Block Blinds’ affairs (Administrators’ Report) was provided to creditors on 16 February 
2022 and should be read in conjunction with this report.  A copy of the Administrators’ Report is available from 
https://www.mcgrathnicol.com/creditors/sun-block-blinds-wa-pty-ltd/. 

 Update on progress of the liquidation 

 Background 

As set out in the Administrators’ Report, Sun Block Blinds was incorporated in 1998 and operated a custom design 
window treatments and budget flooring business from premises in the Perth suburb of Malaga, Western Australia.  
Sun Block Blinds largely supplied the residential building sector with window treatment goods and services, and 
supplied and installed (to a lesser extent) budget flooring to that same sector.   

The budget flooring division traded under the business name Floor Depot WA.    

Following an unsuccessful attempt to sell the business as a going concern, Sun Block Blinds ceased to trade on or 
around 22 October 2021, with the employment of 14 employees being terminated at that time.  

Following the closure of the business, the company director, Mr Emile Panossian (Director), attempted to realise the 
company’s assets and discharge all liabilities on a solvent basis.  The Director and direct family members also sold 
personal property to assist with discharging the debts of Sun Block Blinds.    

Following less than anticipated proceeds from the sale of stock and plant and equipment, the Director formed the 
view that a solvent winding up was not achievable, and appointed Rob Kirman and Rob Brauer of McGrathNicol as 
joint and several Administrators on 18 January 2022, pursuant to section 436A of the Corporations Act 2001 (Act). 

 Outcome of second meeting of creditors 

The second meeting of creditors of Kwik was held on 23 February 2022.  Creditors voted for Sun Block Blinds to be 
wound up and the Administrators were appointed as Liquidators.  Resolutions were also passed to approve the 
Administrators’ and Liquidators’ remuneration and disbursements, and the early destruction of Kwik’s books and 
records (once the liquidation has been completed). 

 Estimated assets and liabilities 

Set out overleaf is a summary of Sun Block Blinds’ asset and liability position.  This information is based on the 
books and records provided to the Liquidators and the Report on Company Activities and Property (ROCAP) 
provided by the Director shortly after appointment. 

Further details of Sun Block Blinds’ asset and liability position is set out in the Administrators’ Report which should 
be read in conjunction with this report. 
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 Assets 

Set out below is commentary regarding the assets of Sun Block Blinds. 

2.1.1 Cash on hand 

On appointment, the Administrators’ secured c.$10k in cash in a bank account with ANZ Banking Group Limited 
(ANZ).  These funds were deposited into the Administration bank account.   

2.1.2 Debtors 

As detailed in the Administrators’ Report, on the Administrators’ appointment, Sun Block Blinds had pre-
appointment debtors with a book value of c.$37k recorded in its management accounts.    

Upon appointment, the Administrators wrote to trade debtors to demand payment of amounts owed to Sun Block 
Blinds.  To date, the Liquidators have (i) collected a total of c.$16k, and (ii) confirmed a total of c.$7k had been paid 
to Sun Block Blinds prior to the appointment, and is therefore uncollectable.   

The Liquidators have issued a number of correspondences to the remaining debtors of Sun Block Blinds without 
payment and without sufficient evidence to oppose repayment being articulated or supported.  

Accordingly, the Liquidators have referred the remaining debtors to their legal advisors for debt collection.  

For the purpose of this report, the Liquidators have assumed the recoverability of debtors is limited to current 
collections in the low scenario and full collection of remaining debtors in the high scenario.   

2.1.3 Stock 

As detailed in the Administrators’ Report, the Director disclosed an amount of c.$89k in relation to the net proceeds 
attributable to assets of Sun Block Blinds that had been sold via auction by Grays Online (Grays) prior to the 
appointment of the Administrators, primarily comprising of stock and consumables, and some plant and equipment 
and motor vehicles.  

A breakdown of the assets sold prior to the appointment revealed that c.$41k of the net proceeds was attributable 
to stock and consumables.  The proceeds from pre-appointment asset sales of the Company have been paid into 
the Administration bank account. 

Summary of financial position

ROCAP

$'000 Reference ERV High Low

Assets

Cash at bank 2.1.1  - 10 10

Debtors 2.1.2 37 25 16

Stock 2.1.3 89 41 41

Plant and equipment 2.1.4  - 25 25

Motor vehicles 2.1.5  - 35 35

Related party debtors / loan accounts 2.1.6 225 503  - 

Other assets 2.1.7  - 8 8

Total assets 350 648 136

Liabilities

Employee entitlements 2.2.1 (344) (184) (184)

Secured creditor - EGPS Panossian Partnership 2.2.2 (1,477) (1,477) (1,477)

Unsecured creditors 2.2.3 (1,368) (1,634) (1,634)

Total liabilities (3,190) (3,295) (3,295)

Estimated deficiency before costs (2,839) (2,647) (3,159)

Liquidators' ERV
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2.1.4 Plant and equipment 

Prior to the appointment of the Administrators, Sun Block Blinds’ plant and equipment comprised textile related 
equipment, power tools and limited office and storage furniture. 

The assets of Sun Block Blinds were realised via Grays run auctions prior to the Administrators’ appointment.  Based 
on the Administrators’ reconciliation of information provided by Grays, net proceeds of c.$25k were received in 
relation to the sale of plant and equipment.   

2.1.5 Motor vehicles 

Prior to the appointment of the Administrators, four motor vehicles comprising two delivery vans and two standard 
motor vehicles were realised via Grays run auctions.  Based on the Administrators’ reconciliation of information 
provided by Grays, net proceeds of c.$22k were received in relation to the sale of motor vehicles.   

In addition to the pre-appointment sales, as at the date of the appointment of the Administrators, two forklifts 
remained in the possession of Grays awaiting sale.  The Administrators instructed Grays to realise the assets and net 
proceeds of c.$13k was received into the Administration bank account.   

2.1.6 Related party loans 

The Director’s ROCAP disclosed related party debtors/loans receivable totalling c.$225k, comprising a loan to a 
shareholder/family member of the director of c.$210k and outstanding invoices totalling c.$14k owed by related 
entity Budget Blinds & Shutters Australia Pty Ltd (Budget Blinds).  

Based on a review of management accounts, the Administrators have identified amounts totalling c.$503k owing to 
Sun Block Blinds from related parties, as shown in the table below:  

The Liquidators are currently investigating and seeking legal advice with regard to these loans.  The Liquidators are 
not in a position to advise with any certainty as to the recoverability of the above loans, but will pursue any claims 
where commercial to do so for the benefit of creditors.  

2.1.7 Other assets 

The Director’s ROCAP did not disclose any other assets.   

The Administrators have identified a number of small refunds due to Sun Block Blinds relating to pre-paid legal fees 
and pre-appointment overpayments of payroll tax liabilities. 

The Administrators have recovered $3,773 of these refunds and expect to receive further agreed refunds of c.$4k 
before financial year end. 

  

Related party debtors / loans receivable

Director's ROCAP

$'000 ERV High Low

Director  - 199  - 

Family member of the director 210 210  - 

Budget Blinds & Shutters Aust Pty Ltd 14 93  - 

Total 225 503  - 

Liquidators' ERV
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 Liabilities 

Set out below is commentary regarding the liabilities of Sun Block Blinds. 

2.2.1 Employee creditors 

The Liquidators’ calculation of priority creditors is set out in the table below: 

 

The Liquidators’ estimate of outstanding employee entitlements totals c.$356k, with c.$184k receiving of a priority 
pursuant to the Act. 

Unsecured employee claims comprise entitlements owed to the Director and direct family members after 
consideration is given to the statutory cap on priority claims for excluded employees pursuant to the Act.  

Given that Sun Block Blinds was a small business employer and employed less than 15 employees, pursuant to the 
Fair Work Act 2009 employees are not entitled to redundancy pay. 

The Liquidators have verified employee entitlements on behalf of the Fair Entitlements Guarantee (FEG) Scheme, and 
FEG is currently assessing the eligibility of the claimants and making payments to eligible recipients.  

FEG will be entitled to subrogate into the position of employees to whom they make any distributions, and rank as 
a priority creditor in the liquidation.  In effect, this means any amounts owing to employees will become due to FEG 
if and when FEG make a distribution to the employees.  

The Liquidators urge all employees who believe they have unpaid employee entitlements to submit their claims to 
FEG.  Further information regarding FEG can be found at https://www.jobs.gov.au/fair-entitlements-guarantee-feg.  

2.2.2 Secured creditor – EGPS Panossian 

As detailed in the Administrators’ Report, EGPS Panossian is a subrogated secured creditor of Sun Block Blinds by 
virtue of an executed Deed of Assignment of Securities arising from the settlement of a loan to Sun Block Blinds 
from Westpac from the sale proceeds of property owned by EGPS Panossian (which comprise the Director and 
immediate family members). 

The Director’s ROCAP disclosed an amount of c.$1.5 million owing to EGPS Panossian as at the date of the 
Administrators’ appointment, which accords with the settlement of Westpac’s prior debt.   

By virtue of the (i) validity and enforceability of Westpac’s securities, and (ii) the executed Deed of Assignment of 
Securities between Westpac, Sun Block Blinds and EGPS Panossian, the Administrators considered that EGPS 
Panossian holds a valid and enforceable security interest over Sun Block Blinds entitling it to first ranking priority to 
the assets and undertakings of Sun Block Blinds.  

Net proceeds (after costs of realisation) attributable to the realisation of non-circulating assets of Sun Block Blinds 
totalling c.$54k were distributed to EGPS Panossian pursuant to its security interest on 17 February 2022.  

  

Priority creditors

$'000 Priority Unsecured

Wages & superannuation (2) (13)

Annual leave (65) (104)

Long Service leave (70) (49)

Pay in lieu of notice (47) (6)

Redundancy  -  - 

Total (184) (172)

https://www.jobs.gov.au/fair-entitlements-guarantee-feg
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2.2.3 Unsecured creditors 

A summary of unsecured creditor liabilities per the Director’s ROCAP and Liquidators’ estimates is set out in the 
following table: 

 

The unsecured creditor position remains substantially unchanged from that set out in the Administrators’ Report.  
Minor updates are as a result of proof of debts submitted by creditors.  Please refer to section 5.2.3 of the 
Administrators’ Report for further details.  

 Investigations 

Set out below is an overview of the recoveries available in a liquidation and commentary regarding same.  

 Insolvency analysis 

The Act specifies that a company is solvent if, and only if, it is able to pay all of its debts as and when they fall due.  
A company that is not solvent is insolvent.  The Liquidators refer creditors to the Administrators’ Report for a 
detailed analysis of the indicators of Sun Block Blinds’ insolvency. 

3.1.1 Date of insolvency 

As detailed in the Administrators’ Report, the Administrators consider Sun Block Blinds was likely insolvent from at 
least 22 October 2021, following withdrawal of the final interested party and cessation of the going concern sale of 
business process undertaken by the Director.   

Whilst there are factors indicating Sun Block Blinds’ insolvency prior to 22 October 2021, such as: 

 Sun Block Blinds’ already long-term net current liability position, which deteriorated significantly during 
June 2021 and thereafter;  

 Doubling of the ATO Running Balance Account debt between January 2021 and June 2021, totalling c.$330k 
as at 30 June 2021, and declining further thereafter; and 

 unpaid trade creditors continued trending upward, and its ageing profile deteriorating materially from 1 
July 2021, 

it is the Liquidators’ view that it is reasonably arguable that the expectation of the business sale was that net 
proceeds would be sufficient to discharge the Sun Block Blinds’ liabilities in full.  

The date of insolvency is a complex matter with the burden of proof resting with the Liquidator.  Accordingly (on a 
conservative basis), the Liquidators maintain the view that Sun Block Blinds was insolvent from 22 October 2021. 

3.1.2 Quantum of claim 

Based on a date of insolvency of 22 October 2021, the Liquidators’ analysis indicates that the quantum of an 
insolvent trading claim in respect of Sun Block Blinds’ would be in the vicinity of c.$0.1 million (before directly 
attributable costs of realisation), comprising debts incurred by Sun Block Blinds from 22 October 2021 that remained 
unpaid as at the date of the Administrators’ appointment. 

The Liquidators will shortly write to the Director in relation to the above identified claim for insolvent trading, in 
addition to the loan account set out in section 2.1.6.  Creditors should note any recovery however is uncertain and 
subject to (i) legal defences available to the Director, and (ii) the financial capacity of the Director to respond to a 
successful claim.  

Unsecured creditors

Classification No. of creditors (#) High ($'000) Low ($'000)

Trade creditors 18 (71) (71)

Statutory creditors 1 (444) (444)

Related party creditors 4 (1,118) (1,118)

Total 23 (1,634) (1,634)
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3.1.3 Defences 

The Liquidators maintain the view that the Director would have difficulty in establishing any of the following 
defences from 22 October 2021 when it became apparent that the enterprise value of the business was insufficient 
to discharge the Company’s liabilities, in response to an insolvent trading claim: 

 the director had reasonable grounds to suspect that the company was solvent; 

 the director had reasonable grounds to believe or did believe that a competent reliable person was 
responsible for providing adequate information on the company’s solvency and that person fulfilled the 
responsibility, and the director believed that at the time the debt was incurred, and considering the other 
debts existing at that time, the company was solvent and remained solvent; 

 whether the director obtained valid safe harbour advice;  

 the director was ill (and therefore did not take part in management of the company) at the time the debt 
was incurred; and 

 the director took reasonable steps to prevent the debt being incurred. 

3.1.3 Director’s financial capacity  

The Liquidators intend to issue correspondence to the Director requesting he provide a statement of personal 
financial position to determine his financial capacity to meet any insolvent trading claim that may be pursued by the 
Liquidators. 

However, the Liquidators note that: 

 the personal home and other properties owed by the Director and the Director’s wife have been sold and 
proceeds applied to extinguish Sun Block Blinds’ secured liability owed to Westpac; and 

 the Director provided personal guarantees to various creditors who we understand may be pursuing the 
Director personally for debts owed by Sun Block Blinds. 

 Unfair preference claims 

The Liquidators’ investigations in relation to a statutory creditor as a potential preference payment recipient are 
ongoing and awaiting further requested information.  The Liquidators will consider further action in relation to the 
potential claim in due course, if commercial to do so.  

 Uncommercial director related transactions 

The Liquidators’ review of Sun Block Blinds’ management accounts and bank statements identified a history of 
payments made direct to a family member of the Director over a period of nine years categorised as wages.  
Analysis indicates that a total of c.$411k of gross wages were paid to the family member during the period from 
2002 to 2021 whilst not actively undertaking any work for Sun Block Blinds. 

The Liquidators’ investigations in relation to these transactions are ongoing, including whether these funds may 
constitute uncommercial director related transactions pursuant to s.588FDA of the Act.  

 Breach of duties 

The Liquidators remain of the view that the Director breached the below sections of the Corporations Act: 

 Section 180 – Care and diligence; 

 Section 181 – Failure to act in good faith and in best interests of the corporation; and 

 Section 182 – Improper use of position. 

The above contraventions of the Corporations Act will form part of the Liquidators’ reporting to the corporate 
regulator in due course.  
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 Other voidable transactions 

Supplementary to the preliminary investigations detailed in the Administrators’ Report, the Liquidators have not 
identified any of the additional following voidable transactions which may otherwise be capable of being pursued by 
the Liquidators for the benefit of creditors: 

 uncommercial transactions; and 

 unfair loans. 

 Receipts and payment to date 

A summary of receipts and payments from the Administrators’ appointment on 18 January 2022 to 13 May 2022 is 
set out below: 

 

 Likelihood of a dividend 

A number of factors will affect the likelihood of a dividend being paid to creditors, including: 

 the size and complexity of the liquidation; 

 the amount of assets realisable and the costs of realising those assets; 

 the statutory priority of certain claims and costs; 

 the value of various classes of claims including secured, priority and unsecured creditor claims, and  

 the volume of enquiries by creditors and other stakeholders. 

Based on information available to us at this time, and absent any unforeseen issues, we consider it unlikely that a 
dividend will be payable to unsecured creditors with admitted claims in the liquidation. 

A dividend to priority (employee) creditors is possible but uncertain, and reliant on Liquidator claim recoveries.  

Receipts & Payments for the period 18 January 2022 to 13 May 2022

$ incl. GST Total

Receipts

Cash at bank 9,802

Proceeds recovered from pre-appointment sale of assets 89,073

Refund of pre-paid for legal fees 3,773

Pre-appointment debtors 15,936

Plant & equipment 13,980

GST refund 3,000

Interest income 2

Total receipts 135,566

Payments

Administrators' fees (33,000)

Cost of realisation - Agent's fees & commissions (699)

Legal fees & disbursements (8,427)

Secured creditor distribution (54,771)

GST paid (1,207)

Bank fees (2)

Total payments (98,106)

Total 37,460
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If a dividend is going to be paid, you will be contacted before that happens and, if you have not already done so, 
you will be asked to lodge a proof of debt.  This formalises the record of your claim in the liquidation and is used 
to determine all claims against Sun Block Blinds. 

 Cost of the liquidation 

As previously advised in our Administrators’ Report, we have estimated that our total remuneration for the 
liquidation (to completion) will be $40,000 excluding GST.  This remuneration amount was approved at the second 
meeting of creditors held on 23 February 2022.   

Should any further remuneration need to be approved, which will be subject to Liquidator recoveries being secured, 
that may or may not require litigation, you will be contacted accordingly.  

 What happens next? 

We will proceed with the liquidation, which will include: 

 continued recovery endeavours in relation to the remaining debtors and refunds outstanding; 

 confirming and pursuing related party loans owing to Sun Block Blinds; 

 completing our investigations into Sun Block Blinds’ affairs; 

 pursuing any viable claims for statutory recovery actions; 

 completing our reporting to the corporate insolvency regulator, the Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission (ASIC); and 

 any other matters relevant to the liquidation. 

We may write to you again with further information on the progress of the liquidation.  

We expect to have completed this liquidation within 6 months, subject to any requirements for legal proceedings 
which may prolong the liquidation.  

8. Where can you get more information? 

You can access information which may assist you on the following websites: 

 ARITA at www.arita.com.au/creditors. 

 ASIC at www.asic.gov.au (search for “insolvency information sheets”). 

If you have any queries, please contact Annie Purbrick on (08) 6363 7637.  For further information about this 
engagement, please refer to the website www.mcgrathnicol.com/creditors. 

Dated: 20 May 2022 
 
 

 
 
Rob Kirman 
Liquidator 

 
Enclosures: 

 ARITA Information Sheet – Offences, Recoverable Transactions & Insolvent Trading  
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